IEEE/PES Region 8 Chapters Meeting and Training Session
Saturday-Sunday October 11-12, 2014
University Senate Room
Conference center SDKM, ITU Maslak Campus
Istanbul, Turkey

Agenda

Saturday Oct. 11

6:30 pm Dinner with the PES Executive Board (Restaurant will be announced)

Sunday Oct. 12

10:15 – 10:45 Arrival and refreshments

10:45 – 11:00 Welcome by Turkey PES Chapter Chair Omer Usta

11:00 – 11:30 Presentation by Miroslav Begovic, IEEE Power & Energy Society President

11:30 - 12:00 IEEE PES Chapters: Goals Strategies and Resources
(Frank Lambert, PES VP Chapters)

12:00 - 1:00 Buffet Lunch

1:00 - 1:30 PES Chapters Awards
- Distinguished Lecturer Program (DLP)
- Outstanding Engineer Award (OEA)
- High Performing Chapter Program (HPCP)
- Outstanding Chapter Award (OCA)
- Web Site and Membership Contests
- PES Careers

1:30 - 2:00 Presentation on Fellow nominations (Mariesa Crow, PES VP Publications)

2:00 - 2:30 Scholarship Plus Update in Region 8 (Costas Vournas, PES Region 8 Rep)

2:30 - 3:00 Student Chapters and Women in Engineering (Simay Akar),

3:00 - 3:15 Coffee

3:15 - 4:00 PES Activities and training for chapter chairs (Chapter Reps)
- Meeting reporting (v-tool and L31), Annual reporting, and the importance of responding to Chapter Reps
- Electronic communication (and SAMIEEE, WebPages, Distribution lists, Email alias)
- Membership: Affiliates, Student, Society member and Life members
- Senior members and Fellows

4:00 - 4:15 Executive Office Update (Pat Ryan, PES Executive Director)

4:15 - 5:00 Round table discussion (ALL Chapter Chairs)

5:00 -Closing remarks - Costas Vournas IEEE PES Region 8 Representative